Abstract. We study the phase-space of FLRW models derived from ScalarTensor Gravity where the non-minimal coupling is F (φ) = ξφ 2 and the effective potential is V (φ) = λφ n . Our analysis allows to unfold many feature of the cosmology of this class of theories. For example, the evolution mechanism towards states indistinguishable from GR is recovered and proved to depend critically on the form of the potential V (φ). Also, transient almost-Friedmann phases evolving towards accelerated expansion and unstable inflationary phases evolving towards stable ones are found. Some of our results are shown to hold also for the three level action of string theory.
Introduction
Scalar-Tensor Gravity (STG) has become a major area of activity in the last thirty years. This is due mainly to the discovery of several shortcomings of General Relativity (GR) in cosmology and quantum field theory. In fact, the presence of a big bang singularity, the flatness and horizon problems, led to the realization that the "standard" model for cosmology [1] , based on GR and the standard model of particle physics, does not work to describe the universe in extreme regimes. On the other hand, GR is a classical theory which has so far eluded every attempt to be quantized, making very difficult the description of gravity on microscopic scales. This has led many authors to believe that the standard Einstein scheme is inadequate to fully describe the gravitational interaction at a fundamental level [2] and has stimulated the proposal and the study of alternative theories of gravity that might be able to solve these problems and at the same time to reduce to GR in the weak field regime.
One of the most fruitful theories of this type is STG, in which scalar field(s) that are non-minimally coupled to gravity are introduced. These type of theories have been proposed nearly half a century ago by Jordan [3] and later refined by Brans and Dicke [4] . The original motivation behind Brans-Dicke theory (BD) came from Mach's principle, but over the years, BD and STG have gained interest in a wide number of scenarios. For example, in unification schemes such as superstrings, supergravity or grand unified theories, the one-loop or higher-loop corrections in the high-curvature regime take the form of non-minimal couplings to the geometry or higher-order curvature invariants in their low energy effective actions [5] .
In cosmology, STG acquired considerable interest because they introduce naturally a scalar field and scalar fields are capable of giving rise to inflationary behaviour, which overcome the shortcomings of the standard model of cosmology [6] . In GR the introduction of this type of fields has the drawback to raise the issue of explaining their origin, but this problem finds a natural solution in STG. For these reasons, among others, inflationary models based on STG have been widely studied [7, 8] .
Recently, STG has been also used to model dark energy, because scalar fields are also the natural candidates for phantom and quintessence fields (see [9] for a review). This suggests that both inflation and dark energy could be the result of the action of the same scalar field. STG offers in this sense the ideal framework to implement this intriguing idea and might even allow us to overcome the problems due to the energy scale difference between the dark energy scalar fields and the inflaton [10] .
In this paper, we consider the problem of determining the global dynamics of Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) cosmologies of STG. We will study a generic class of STG theories where quadratic non-minimal couplings to gravity and self-interaction power-law potentials are assumed. This class of models is strictly related with the string dilaton action and naturally exhibit duality in the cosmological solutions [11] . Furthermore, they can be obtained from generic non-minimally coupled scalar-tensor Lagrangians if Noether symmetries are found in the dynamics [12, 13] . Several exact solutions of these models have been found, but the stability and global behaviour is still not well understood. Our aim is to give a full description of the global dynamics of this class of STG and determine if cosmic histories are possible that (i) present a transient matter-dominated Friedmann phase and then evolve towards an accelerated (dark energy-dominated or ΛCDM) regime or (ii) present a first unstable inflationary phase and a second inflationary attractor.
The dynamical systems approach has been already used with great success on BD [14] [15] [16] [17] , on specific models of STG [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and in other context [24, 25] allowing the derivation of new exact solutions and making possible a qualitative global description of the dynamics. The geometric structure and dimensionality of the phase-space of general couplings and potentials has recently been investigated by Faraoni [26] .
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we derive the field equations and discuss the non-minimal coupling and the self-interacting potential. The cosmological equations for a FLRW metric are derived in section 3. We convert them into an autonomous dynamical system in order to pursue a phase-space investigation. Sections 4 and 5 are respectively devoted to the analysis of this system in the absence and presence of a perfect fluid source. We study the stability of the fixed points with the aim of identifying physically interesting cosmological behaviours. In section 6, the results are discussed and some conclusions are drawn.
The following conventions are adopted: the metric signature is (+ − −−); Latin indices run from 0 to 3; ∇ is the covariant derivative; physical units c = 8πG = 1 are used.
The field equations
In four dimensions, a general action in which gravity is non-minimally coupled to a scalar field φ, reads [13] :
where F (φ) is a generic coupling, V (φ) is the self-interaction potential and L M is the matter Lagrangian. By varying the action (1) with respect to the metric g ab , we obtain the field equations
and the variation with respect to φ gives the Klein-Gordon equation
where primes denote differentiation with respect to φ. The field equations (2) can be recast in the standard form
ab , where the effective stress-energy momentum tensor T ef f ab is given by
This form of the equations shows clearly one of the most interesting features of Scalar Tensor Gravity: the newtonian gravitational constant G N , intended as the coupling of gravity with standard matter, has to be replaced by an effective gravitational constant G e f f that depends on the non-minimal coupling F (and, as consequence, on φ) and varies in time.
The Bianchi identities G a b;a = 0 give the conservation laws for both the matter and the scalar field. As a general result [13] , it is possible to show that the conservation law for the scalar field is the Klein-Gordon equation.
The action (1) is very general and contains several interesting physical cases. For example, considering the transformation
which specify a particular form of coupling and potential, we recover the 4D-StringDilaton Effective Action
where Λ is the string charge. In this context, such a theory is nothing else but a particular STG [27] . This means that the considerations and results for the action (1), and the related dynamics, also hold for string-dilaton cosmology. On the other hand, the set of transformations
give rise to the action
which is nothing else but the BD action ‡ [4] . In this paper, we will focus on models where the non-minimal coupling has the form F (φ) = ξφ 2 and the self-interaction potential is taken to be an arbitrary power law of the form V (φ) = λφ n . This choice is general and motivated by several mathematical and physical reasons. In particular, beside the string-dilaton and BD actions, several effective quantum field theories, in low energy physics, can be related to couplings and self-interacting potentials of such forms [2, 28] . Furthermore, this coupling and potential satisfy the requirement of Noether symmetries for the Lagrangian in (1), giving rise to general exact solutions of physical interest [12] .
A final remark concerns the parameters of the theory. Very different models can be parameterized by the set (ξ, λ, n), but not all the combinations of these parameters are necessarily physical. For example, attractive gravity is achieved for ξ < 0 and λ > 0, although physically interesting situation can also be achieved for ξ > 0, λ < 0 [29] . In this paper, we will consider only the physical case ξ < 0, λ > 0. The discussion of the other interesting combinations of parameters can be found in [30] .
The FLRW dynamical system
In order to analyze the phase-space of the Scalar Tensor FLRW cosmologies, the field equations need to be recast in a dynamical system form. In the FLRW metric and with our choice of coupling and potential the the above Einstein-Klein-Gordon equations reduce to:ä
where the first is the Friedmann cosmological equation for the acceleration, the second is the energy constraint, i.e. the {0, 0} equation, and the third is the Klein-Gordon equation. H =ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter and k is the spatial curvature constant. We have also assumed standard matter to be a perfect fluid with a barotropic index w, so that the conservation equation yieldṡ
where µ is the the matter-energy density. The equations above can be converted into an autonomous system of first-order differential equations by defining the following set of expansion normalised variables:
(13) ‡ To be precise, the BD proposal is exactly recovered only for ω = constant.
from which we obtain
where primes denote derivatives with respect to a new evolution variable τ = ln a and the dynamical variables are constrained by
The associated phase-space is 4-dimensional and the evolution is constrained by (15) . The task is now to study the structure of such a space: this means to find the stability of the fixed points, and then to analyse the evolution of trajectories. We will consider two cases: the vacuum case (µ = 0) and the matter case (µ = 0).
The vacuum case
When we consider the vacuum case (µ = 0), the set of dynamical equations (14) reduces to
with the constraint equation given by
In this case, the phase-space is 3-dimensional.
Finite analysis
We can further simplify the system (16) by implementing the constraint (17):
From these equations, it is clear that the x axis (y = 0), characterized by the absence of a potential for the scalar field, is an invariant submanifold. This tells us that there is no orbit for which the potential of the scalar field can become exactly zero and that if the potential is initially set to zero, it will remain zero. The fixed points can be obtained by setting x ′ = 0 and y ′ = 0. For the system (18) we obtain five fixed points (see Table 1 ). The coordinate of the point A is independent of ξ and n and the ones of B and C are independent of n. The point D is a finite fixed point for n = 2 and E a finite fixed point for ξ = 1/2(n + 2).
Merging occurs for the points E and B, and E and C for n = 4 ∓ and negative otherwise. The stability of the fixed points can be determined by evaluating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix associated to the system (18) (see Table 3 ), as prescribed by the Hartman-Grobman Theorem [31] §.
The fixed point A is a saddle for every value of the parameters ξ and n. The point B can either be a stable node or a saddle node whereas C is either a unstable node or a saddle node, depending on the values of ξ and n. The eigenvalues of D and E are both dependent on ξ and n so that the stability varies over the different ranges of ξ and n. The stability of these fixed points have been summarised in Table 4 .
The coordinates of the fixed points may be used to determine exact cosmological solutions in the fixed points themselves. In fact, in these points the Friedmann and the Klein-Gordon equations can be written as:
where (x i , y i ) represent the coordinates of the fixed points. Integrating (19) and substituting into (20) gives
which has a Cauchy-Euler form. If the terms α and β are different from zero, equations (19) and (21) can be easily integrated, giving
§ The values of the parameter for which the eigenvalues are zero are bifurcations for the dynamical system. In this paper we will not give an analysis of the bifurcations referring the reader to the specific literature for more details.
In the case of point A, we have a Milne evolution and a constant scalar field
The above solution (as well as some others that will follow) is quite interesting because the scalar field is constant. This implies that A represents a state in which G ef f is constant and the potential of the scalar field acts as a cosmological constant. In other words, in this point scalar tensor gravity is indistinguishable from standard GR plus cosmological constant. For the point B the solutions are given by (22) and (23) with
and for point C
Note that, for ξ < 0, the value of α for the above two solutions is always positive and less than 1 i.e. these two solution always represent two Friedmann-like solutions. In addition, B represents a solution in which the scalar field is growing, while in the second φ is dissipating. If n = 2, the point D is associated with
which represent another Milne solution while the scalar field is decreasing for n > 2 and increasing for n > 2. It is interesting that, differently from the Milne solution in GR this linear solution for a is not necessarily a spatial hyperbolic one. The constant a 0 can be related to the parameters ξ and n for non-flat solutions:
When n = 2, D becomes an asymptotic fixed point and merges with D ∞ (its solution will be presented within the asymptotic analysis). Finally, for point E we have
for all n = 2, 4. This solution represent an expansion for 1−4ξ 2ξ < n < 2 and n > 4. When n = 2 and n = 4, using the cosmological equations we obtain the solutions
which represent a static universe and a de Sitter evolution respectively. In both this cases an effective cosmological constant is present whose value value depends on the effective gravitational constant (via φ 0 ) and the coupling constant λ of the self interaction of the scalar field. Again, being the scalar field constant in these cases, these solution are indistinguishable from GR solutions. The difference with respect to point A is that they are not solution achievable in "pure" GR and they can be also stable. This is particularly interesting in the second case (n = 4) in which a de Sitter Table 1 . The coordinates and scale factor solutions of the fixed points for the vacuum case. We only show the exponent α of the solutions (22) . 
Point m Solutions
solution able to mimic an inflationary or dark energy phase in a ΛGR cosmology is a semiglobal attractor. The possibility that scalar tensor gravity could converge to GR has been proposed within the context of extended inflation both with the aid of numerical techniques [32] and a more formal proof [33] . The dynamical system approach allows to see this phenomenon in a very clear way even in the more general case of a non zero potential. It turns out that the nature of the potential, determined in our case by the value of n, together than the value of the coupling plays a determinant role in the realization of this mechanism.
It is useful to define the deceleration parameter q in terms of the dynamical variables: Table 4 . Stability of the fixed points in the vacuum case. The parameters are
Point Eigenvalues
We use the term 'attractor' to denote a sink, 'repeller' to denote a source and 'spiral' to denote an attractive spiral.
≤ n < N− N− < n < P− P− < n < Q− 
Asymptotic analysis
Since the dynamical system (18) is not compact, it might present an asymptotic structure that is relevant for the global dynamics. In order to analyse the asymptotic features of the phase space, we use the Poincaré projection [18, 34] . This method consists of transforming to the polar coordinates
and settingr = √ r 1−r . In this way, the asymptotic regime is achieved for r → 1. Using the Poincaré projection, the asymptotic form of the dynamical equations (18) read
Note that the radial equation does not depend on the radial coordinate. This means that the fixed points can be obtained by only considering the equation for ψ ′ . Setting ψ ′ = 0 we obtain the four fixed points listed in Table 5 .
Let us now derive the behaviour of the scale factor at these points. This can be done by integrating the Friedmann equation (19) in the above asymptotic limit. The points A ∞ and C ∞ correspond to y → 0 as x → ±∞ respectively. In this limit the x ′ equation (18) reduces to
which admits the solution
In the given limit, the evolution equation (19) can be written as
which may be solved together with (38) to yield the solution
which represent a universe which reaches a maximum radius and then recollapses. The points B ∞ and D ∞ , instead, correspond to x → 0 as y → ±∞. In this limit the second of (18) reduces to 
Point ψ Behaviour Stability
Equation (19) now reduce to
and substituting the solution for y, we obtain
The stability of the asymptotic fixed points is summarised in Table 5 . The points A ∞ and C ∞ are saddles for every value of n and ξ. The points B ∞ and D ∞ are non hyperbolic and the determination of their stability requires a little more attention. However, it can be shown that B ∞ behaves as a saddle if n < 2 + 1/6ξ or n = 2 and an attractor if n > 2 + 1/6ξ (n = 2) ; and D ∞ behaves as a saddle if n > 2 + 1/6ξ (including n = 2) and an attractor if n < 2 + 1/6ξ. The stability of the fixed points are summarised in Table 5 . The behaviour of the scalar field can be obtained in the same way by substituting the solutions for x and y in the appropriate limit of equation (20) . For the points A ∞ and C ∞ (20) we obtain
where c 0 , c 1 and c 2 are integration constants. For the points B ∞ and D ∞ we obtain
for n > 2 + 1 6ξ or n > 4, and
for 2 + 1 6ξ < n < 4. Since the phase space is two dimensional we can easily draw phase space diagrams for the vacuum case. Here we will limit ourselves to give four graphs representing the global phase space for four specific values of (n, ξ) (see Figures 1-4) than includes the two cases in which the theory presents a GR attractor. 
The matter case
As we have seen in the system (14) the presence of matter in the dynamical system equations implies the introduction of another variable: z. Since µ is defined positive, from the definition of the variable z, the choice of attractive gravity (ξ < 0) implies that only negative values of z are physically relevant. For this reason in the following we will consider only the case z 0.
As in the vacuum case, we can use the constraint (15) to eliminate one of the dynamical variables. The system (14) reduces then to:
Since y ′ = 0 and z ′ = 0 are zero for y = 0 and z = 0, the two planes y = 0 and z = 0, corresponds to two invariant submanifolds. The first plane represents classes of theories in which the potential is zero, the second one classes of theories for which z = 0 and constitute part of a vacuum invariant submanifold. The structure of the total vacuum invariant submanifold can be derived by writing the energy density in terms of the dynamical variables [24, 25] :
It is clear that when z = 0 and y = 0 the energy density is zero. However when y = 0 and z = 0 the behaviour of µ depends on the value of n: the energy density is zero when n > 2 but it is divergent when n < 2. When both y and z are equal to zero, we can conclude that µ = 0 only if n > 2. For n < 2 the (49) is divergent and µ can only be obtained by directly solving the field equations.
Finite analysis
Setting x ′ = 0, y ′ = 0 and z ′ = 0 we obtain eight fixed points (see Table 6 ). The first five (A, B, C, D and E) lay in the z = 0 plane and have the same (x, y) coordinates of the corresponding vacuum fixed points. The coordinates of F and G are independent of n and are finite for all ξ; H is a finite fixed point for n = 0 and merges with the asymptotic fixed subspace L ∞ for n = 0.
Merging occurs between the points B, C, D, E, G and H. The first four points merge in the same way and for the same values of the parameters given in the vacuum case. Point H merges with E for n = . All the fixed points but A, D, F are associated with flat solutions. A is associated with negative curvature and the sign of the spatial curvature for point D and F depends on the value of n and ξ.
The stability of the fixed point may be determined using the Hartman-Grobman theorem as in the vacuum case. The point A is a saddle for every value of w. Point B keeps the same stability found in the vacuum case for w = 0 and 1/3, but it is always a saddle when w = 1 . Instead, the stability of points C and D is the same as in the vacuum case for every value of w. Point E varies its stability with ξ, n, w and can behave like an attractor, a repellor or a saddle as shown in Table 10 . On the other hand the fixed points F and G are saddles for every value of the parameters. Finally, H is a saddle or a saddle focus for w = 0 and w = 1/3, while for w = 1 it can also be a repeller or an anti-spiral. Its stability is summarised in Tables 11.
As in the vacuum case the coordinates of the fixed points can be used to find exact solutions for the evolution of the scale factor. From the Einstein-Klein Gordon equations we havė
where (x i , y i , z i ) represents the coordinates of the fixed points. For α and β different from zero, these equations have solutions of the form (22) and (23). The points A, B, C, D and E have the same solutions as in the vacuum case, since for these points z = 0. In particular the convergence mechanism of scalar tensor gravity towards GR is preserved when matter is present. Such a result was expected since in [32] and [33] this phenomenon is described when matter is present. The point F is associated to the Milne evolution and a constant scalar field
the value of the constant a 0 being influenced by the parameters ξ and w for non zero spatial curvature
However, a direct check of the equations reveals that this solution is valid only for w = −1/3, which is outside the Zel'dovic interval and implies that this solution is unphysical. For point G we have
This solution represents a Friedman like expansion with exponent depending on both ξ and w. For 0 < w < 1/3 we have 1 2
3−32ξ , for 1/3 ≤ w < 1 we have 1
Direct comparison with the cosmological equations reveals that this solution is physical only for w > 2/3 and w = 1. Finally, point H is associated, for n = 2, to a solution that a first glance resembles a well known Friedmann GR one:
This solution represents a Friedmann-like expansion for n < 0 and n > 6(ω + 1) 3ω + 1 , a contraction for 0 < n < 2 and a power law inflation when 2 < n < 6(ω + 1) 3ω + 1 . When n = 2 we obtain a solution of the form
which correspond to a static universe with cosmological constat. Also this solution represent an effective "GR state" for the scalar tensor cosmology but in this case it is not a stable one. This means that in our model of non vacuum scalar tensor cosmology no stable non vacuum GR like solutions are allowed in our class of scalar tensor cosmologies. Differently from the other fixed points for G and H the quantity α 2 β is not always less that 1/4. This means that when α 2 β > 1/4 the solutions associated to these points can include an oscillatory scalar field. A direct verification with the cosmological equations reveals for G this is the case for very low values of w (0 < w 0.13) and ξ ≤ − √ 3 16 . For H the oscillatory behaviour for the scalar field is obtained for w = 0, ξ −0.053 and a specific interval for n depending on the value of w and ξ. However, by direct substitution we find that these solutions cannot satisfy the cosmological equations and are therefore non physical.
Using (49) and the cosmological equations it is easy to conclude that the points F and G both give vacuum solutions. This is not true for H for which the energy density is
when n = 2, where
, where y H and z H are the y and z coordinates of H respectively. It is clear from the expression above that this point does not represent a physical solution for all values of n and ξ since µ 0 and therefore µ can, in principle, be negative. In order for us to determine the values of n and ξ for which H is physical, we have to solve the inequality µ 0 > 0. We obtain
. (58) The energy density for H when n = 2 can be found from the cosmological equations. We find that µ = 0.
As in the vacuum case we can write the deceleration parameter q in terms of the dynamical variables via
The surface defined above divides the phase space in two volumes representing the region in which the expansion is accelerated and the region in which it is decelerated. The fixed points A, B, C, D and E behave like their vacuum counterparts, since they all satisfy z = 0. Point F lies on this surface consistently with the fact that it corresponds Milne evolution. The point G always lie in the region in which the expansion is decelerating. The behaviour of H depends on the type of matter w and Table 6 . The coordinates and the sign of the spatial curvature of the non vacuum fixed points.
Point Coordinates (x, y, z) K
, 0, Table 7 . The exponent α of the scale factor solutions and the energy density for the non vacuum case.
Point α Matter density
the parameter n: it lies in the accelerated evolution region for w = 0 when n < 0 and n > 6, for w = 1/3 when n < 0 and n > 4 and for w = 1 when n < 0 and n > 3. It otherwise lies in the decelerated evolution region.
Asymptotic analysis
We next study the asymptotic behaviour of the system (48) using the Poincaré projection. The compactification of the phase space can be achieved by transforming 
Point m Solutions
to spherical coordinates x =r sin θ cos ψ, y =r sin θ sin ψ, z =r cos θ,
In the limit r → 1 (r → ∞), equations (48) become
As in the vacuum case the radial equation does not contain the radial coordinate, so that the fixed points can be obtained using only the angular equations. Setting ψ ′ = 0 and θ ′ = 0 we obtain four fixed points and a fixed subspace which are listed in Table 12 .
The points A ∞ and B ∞ lie on the plane z = 0 and therefore their solutions are the same as the vacuum points A ∞ and C ∞ , respectively. Points C ∞ and D ∞ represent Table 9 . The eigenvalues associated with the non vacuum fixed points. 
Point Eigenvalues
and
< n < N− N− < n < P− P− < n < Q− w = 0, 1/3 attractor repeller saddle saddle w = 1 attractor repeller saddle saddle Q− < n < Q+ Q+ < n < P+ P+ < n < N+ N+ < n < P Table 11 . Stability of the fixed point H of the matter case. The parameters are
and S i , which are the real roots of the polynomial S(n, ξ, w) given in Table 9 , for the given value of w. We use the term 'anti-spiral' to denote a pure repulsive spiral and 'saddle focus' to denote an unstable point with two complex eigenvalues. w = 0 n ≤ S1 S1 < n < S2 S2 ≤ n ≤ S3 n > S3 saddle saddle focus saddle saddle focus (n = 3(1−8ξ) 4ξ ) (n = 0, 6, P±) w = 1/3 n ≤ S1 S1 < n < S2 n > S2
saddle focus saddle saddle focus ( n = 0, 4, P±) w = 1 n ≤ S1 S1 ≤ n < P+ P+ < n ≤ S2 S2 < n < S3 saddle focus saddle repeller anti-spiral (n = 0, 3, P−)
repeller saddle the poles of the Poincaré sphere and it is easy to prove that they are associated to the same solutions of A ∞ and B ∞ . The solution for the scalar field instead reads
In addition to the fixed points above, we found two fixed subspaces L 1 and L 2 , that contains all the points with ψ = π/2 and ψ = 3π/2, respectively. These subspaces corresponds to x → 0, y/z → ± tan θ 0 , respectively. The equations for y ′ and z ′ in this limit reduce to
which admit the solutions
In the limit above, (50) becomeṡ
which implies
The solution for the scalar field in the fixed subspaces L 1 and L 2 , can be found in similar way. In the limit above, using (67), (68) and (70) in (51) we find
where
We find the following solutions
The stability of these asymptotic fixed points can be deduced by analysing the stability with respect to the angular coordinates, and from the sign of r ′ . The points A ∞ and B ∞ are stable nodes for all values of n and ξ. Points C ∞ and D ∞ represent the poles of the Poincaré sphere and it is easy to prove that they represent the same scale factor solution of A ∞ and B ∞ . The scalar field instead reads All the other points including the fixed subspaces L 1 and L 2 , have both eigenvalues equal to zero. In order to derive the stability of these points we have to analyse the effect of the non linear contribution of the dynamical equations. This can be done by Taylor developing the R.H.S. of the dynamical equations around the fixed point up to the first non-zero order and then directly solving the system obtained.
For the points C ∞ and D ∞ we obtain the solutions:
This result is telling us that when we choose initial conditions around these points, the evolution of the universe will follow an orbit with constant ψ and, for τ increasing , θ approaching to 0 or π. If we also consider the behaviour of the radial equation we can conclude that these points behave like saddles. For the fixed subspaces L 1 and L 2 , we found
It is clear that, for τ increasing, the solution for ψ approaches π/2 for L 1 and 3π/2 for L 2 , while θ increases. The radial behaviour is very complicated and depends heavily on the value of the coordinate θ 0 , w, n and ξ and we will not show here. We may however conclude that this subspace can be a saddle or an attractor depending on the value of θ 0 . The phase space in the matter case is 3-dimensional and therefore cannot be plotted as easily as its vacuum counterpart. For this reasons we will not give here any sketch of the phase space and we remand the reader to the next section for an analysis of the results derived above.
This behaviour is reversed in case of a contracting cosmology because in this case τ effectively changes sign when a is decreasing. 
Point (θ, ψ)
Scale factor Stability
Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, the dynamics of STG FLRW cosmological models has been analysed using the phase space analysis. We have considered a generic non-minimally coupled theory of gravity where the coupling and the potential are powers of the scalar field both in vacuum and in presence of a perfect fluid. The set of parameters characterising the cosmological models are {ξ, λ, n, w}, i.e. the coupling constant, the constant and the power of the self-interacting potential, and the barotropic index of the perfect matter fluid, respectively. The phase-space is 3-dimensional in absence of matter while it is 4-dimensional in presence of matter, but in both the case the FLRW hamiltonian constraint allows to reduce their dimensionality. Our investigation has considered the existence and the local stability of critical points (finite analysis) and the asymptotic analysis via the Poincaré projection. We identified 5 finite fixed points in the vacuum case and 8 in the matter case. In the vacuum case, there are 4 asymptotic stability points corresponding to the four intersections of the axes with the unitary Poincaré circle. In the matter case, we have to consider a unitary 3-sphere and on top of the vacuum asymptotic points we find two more points and two "fixed subspaces". The stability of fixed points strictly depends on the values of the above parameters and in particular on ξ and n, i.e. the coupling and the power of self-interacting potential.
In the vacuum case, the two dimensional phase space is divided in two halves by the invariant submanifold associated with the absence of the potential V (φ). Of the nine fixed points we found, five of them (A, B, C, A ∞ , C ∞ ) are permanently on this invariant submanifold, two of them B ∞ , C ∞ do not change their position and the other two "move" in the phase plane depending on the values of the parameters. In particular, D is characterized by q = 0 and its position is on the curve described by the equation given in (33) and E is associated with flat spatial geometry and it lays always on the curve described by the constraint (17) with K = 0. Even if matter is not present the scalar field is able to induce an expanding Friedmann-like evolution. However, the value of α in (26) and (27) reveals that the value in these fixed point the scale factor cannot grow faster than t 1/2 . In addition, these solutions are unstable for every value of the parameters. The point E presents the widest spectrum of behaviours. Depending on the values of n and ξ its solution can represent an inflationary phase, a Friedmann-like phase or a contraction. A comparison with the stability analysis reveals that E is an attractor only when it represents contracting solutions or power law inflation. This has two consequences: (i) in the scalar field dominated regime our model of scalar tensor cosmologies admits an inflationary phase as an attractor even if this attractor is not global and not unique; (ii) since there is no value of the parameters for which the E is a saddle, this model does not admit a transient inflationary phase and cannot solve the problem of the graceful exit.
The case n = 4 is particularly interesting because for this value of n point E is associated with a GR (φ = const.) de Sitter solution and is an attractor. This fact has two main consequences: (i) it shows that a non-minimally coupled scalar field with quartic potential the early time cosmology evolves towards an inflationary phase which is indistinguishable from a GR one; and (ii) it gives us an independent confirmation of the idea that a scalar tensor theory of gravity can evolve towards GR. The difference is that when a potential is present the realization of such mechanism is strictly related to the form of the potential.
In the matter case, three new finite fixed points appear which are physical only for specific values of the parameters. In particular, F is never physical because it satisfies the cosmological equations only for a negative barotropic w. Point G represents a physical vacuum not accelerating expansion for w > 2/3 and w = 1. When physical, this point is associated to an expansion whose rate cannot be higher than the radiation dominated GR-FLRW solution. Point H is associated to a non vacuum solution which has a familiar form. As n varies, this solution can represent a power law inflation, a decelerated Friedmann solution and a contraction. For n = 2, this point is associated to a GR-like state, but since it is unstable for every value of the parameters, we can conclude that there is no way for this class of scalar tensor cosmologies to approach a stable non vacuum GR state. In fact, a quick look to the table above reveals that there is no value of the parameters for which any of the finite fixed points are stable. This means that the only non vacuum attractors for this class of theories are the asymptotical fixed points which represent Lemaître universes. Therefore this class of cosmologies are doomed either to approach an effectively vacuum state (probably corresponding to thermal death) that corresponds to one of the vacuum attractors or to recollapses towards a Big Crunch.
The most interesting orbits are the ones that "travel" between point E and H. This because they could represent cosmic histories in which a Friedmann-like cosmology enters naturally in a phase of accelerated expansion or cosmic histories in which an unstable inflationary phase is followed by a second inflationary phase. The first type of orbits is interesting because they can in principle help solving the incompatibility between the evolution towards a Dark Energy era and the formation of the structures. The second ones are interesting for the above mentioned idea of the unification between "dark" scalar fields and the inflaton.
Since the phase space is three dimensional it is not easy to check if such orbits actually exist without the use of numerical techniques. However our results allow to give some necessary condition for these orbits to exist and to rule out some of them. For example, it is easy to see that there is no value of the parameters for which E can represent an unstable Friedmann solution and H an inflationary phase. On the other hand, for 4 < n < Q + and w = 0, 1/3 we have that H correspond to an unstable decelerated expansion, E correspond to a stable power law inflation and these points are not separated by any invariant submanifold. This means that in principle cosmic histories exist for which a transient Friedman evolution approaches to a power law inflationary phase in a natural way. If 4 < n < 6(1 + w)/(3w + 1) and w = 0, 1/3 another interesting set of cosmic histories is possible in which we have two inflationary phases, a first one unstable associated to H and a second one stable associated to E. Although only a detailed analysis of these cosmic histories can reveal if this last group of cosmic histories also include the deceleration phase necessary for the realization cosmology, this scenario is interesting because it shows that in STG the non-minimally coupled scalar field act as both inflaton and dark energy.
As final comment, it is worth to stress the connection between the model presented above and the String -Dilation action. Using the transformation (5), which is only a reparametrization for he scalar field, we can pass from the action (1) to (6) . This means that all the exact solutions for the scale factor that we have derived together with their stability are also solutions for the String -Dilation action. Therefore, our analysis allows to unfold details of the low energy string theory cosmology which will be of great interest in the quest of finding observational constraints on this theory.
